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Abstract
In this paper, we discuss how the history of our discipline continues to shape how we
think with material culture to produce narratives. We argue that recent developments in
scientific dating—in combination with New Materialist and Big Data approaches—offer
the potential to produce radical new interpretations. However, we can only achieve this if
we adopt ‘ethically Bayesian’ approaches which recognise that some of the most fun-
damental aspects of our epistemological structures are highly situated, reflecting a Eu-
rocentric, colonial legacy. This legacy is especially important when we study societies that
did/do not produce texts—so-called ‘prehistoric’ societies. We suggest that the revo-
lutionary potential of radiocarbon dating on archaeology has not been fully achieved,
precisely because chronometric data have not yet been made sufficiently independent
from materials-determined narrative structures. We outline the importance of ethically
Bayesian approaches as means to challenge this disciplinary inheritance.We argue that we
need to describe the richness and specificity of the pasts we bring into being in ways that
take better account of the historical processes through which heterogeneous assem-
blages emerge, rather than to search for preconfigured entities (like ‘the Bronze Age’).
Times have changed; we need our approaches to time to catch up.

Keywords
Ethically Bayesian, narrative, chronology, Big Data, New Materialism

Introduction

Time is present in archaeology in many ways. As a structuring principle behind our
notions of past and future, archaeology has come to grapple with the nature of time and
how it is experienced, represented, and measured, and indeed how it was perceived by
past societies. We must, therefore, acknowledge the complexity of time in archaeological
practice (cf. Bailey, 2008; Gardner, 2001; Hodder, 1995; Holdaway and Wandsnider,
2008; Lucas, 2005, 2008, 2015, 2018; Lucas and Olivier, 2022; Ramenofsky and Steffen,
1998).

This paper considers the legacy of time models in archaeological thought and the
impact of scientific dating in archaeology. We advocate for a revised approach to
chronology which seeks to avoid the analytical categories of culture history and the Three
Age system (which are still employed by many archaeologists despite having long been
recognised as problematic). We argue that because archaeologists have failed to reconcile
the continued structuring impact of our disciplinary history with developments in sci-
entific dating, archaeology requires ‘ethically Bayesian’ approaches.

Bayesian inference uses contemporary archaeological understandings about the nature
of the past to revise our chronologies and create narratives. But in doing so, there is a
danger that we reproduce problematic and situated knowledge structures about the nature
of the past, which have been created over our disciplinary history, in these chronologies
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and then in our narratives. To avoid this, we must challenge these ideas and create richer,
less predetermined narratives.

Ethically Bayesian approaches recognise that some of the most seemingly neutral
inherited aspects of our knowledge structures are biased and problematic, and in some
cases owemuch to Eurocentric, colonial approaches to people and the world. The idea that
there is a universal, fine-scale linear time model through which societies move is bound up
with the Western Settler Construct, which has been especially damaging to indigenous
peoples (Rifkin, 2017) and is highly culturally specific. Ethically Bayesian approaches
should challenge these inherited legacies. Without doing so, it will not be possible to take
advantage of recent exciting developments in archaeology—such as Big Data per-
spectives and New Materialism approaches—and we will continue to write what are
fundamentally essentializing Eurocentric archaeologies, which owe more to our disci-
pline’s history of thought and origins in 19th century AD/CE Western Europe than
anything else. If we recognise people as vibrant, creative beings, full of potential and
existing in messy and complex worlds (cf. Bennett, 2010; Deleuze and Guattari, 2004),
then we need to move away from our continued reliance on our inherited knowledge
structures as ways to make sense of the past. An ethically Bayesian approach should
accommodate the past in terms of the immediate and contemporary, the durational, and the
enduring qualities of the world, including over the very long term, rather than reproduce
inherited disciplinary understandings about the nature of the past.

The need for ethically Bayesian approaches

Time models

As archaeologists, time models are one of the fundamental ways with which we attempt to
create meaning and we assemble evidence. We use time models as standardized ways to
frame our understandings, research questions, modes of inquiry, and the narratives we
produce. These time models are situated in, and in turn shape, our knowledge structures;
they are created through processes of practice, but they also influence how we think.
However, while these time models are habitual, they are not neutral (Clarke, 1972), and
their continued use reflects a combination of disciplinary ‘zombie’ categories (cf. Beck
and Beck-Gernsheim, 2002) and academic inertia. The most common and long-standing
of these time models played a critical part in the development of our discipline in the 19th

and earlier 20th centuries AD/CE in Europe (Rowley-Conwy, 2007), and they created
foundational or natural disciplinary knowledge concepts. These foundational concepts
include the creation of: a distinction between ‘prehistoric’ and ‘historical’ archaeology
(Daniel, 1964: 10); various successive culture historic entities (e.g. ‘the Neolithic’ is
replaced by ‘the Bronze Age’); and the various cultural groups or ‘peoples’ (e.g. ‘the
Beaker People’). The development of these concepts was influenced by ideas about
functionalism, historical materialism, stratigraphy, evolution, and geology. But these
‘natural’ concepts were also influenced by then-contemporary ideas about empire, de-
velopment, and industry, and included implicitly and explicitly Eurocentric and colonial
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approaches to people and things, which are ethically problematic and had disastrous
implications for indigenous peoples (Kehoe, 2013; Crellin et al., 2021; Rifkin, 2017).

The very idea of ‘prehistory’ creates the spurious distinction between groups of people
with and without writing, whereby the later are considered inferior to societies with
written text and beyond the legitimate empirical investigation of historians (Eskildsen,
2012: 29; McNiven and Russell, 2009: 429; Mulvaney, 1990). This idea of ‘prehistory’
also creates the space for ‘ages’ or ‘peoples’ defined by ‘packages’ of material culture
(including site ‘types’), which in turn essentialize individual people and groups of people
in these material terms. Such approaches to people and things are entangled with evo-
lutionary ideas, that value successive ‘ages’ or ‘cultures’ as progressive stages characterised
by ever-increasing material and social ‘sophistication’. They emphasise material culture
in terms of functionality rather than potentiality, and they identify complexity in the
proliferation of things rather than recognising that societies are not only defined or
experienced in material terms. Such models necessitate an artificial linear sequence along
the passage of time, whereby different ways of life ‘naturally’ replace each other, and
changes that we identify are understood to be exclusively inevitable and completely
coherent. These ideas are implicitly teleological; they presuppose a finite future which is
predictable and legitimate.

These kinds of social evolutionary models attempt to fix the past by establishing
sequences of things, rather than by anticipating uncertain and undetermined pasts that
were created by the contingent interactions of people with places, things, animals, and
plants. When we talk in terms of the existence of ‘the Neolithic’ or ‘the Beaker People’,
we use the language inherited with our disciplinary time models, and we perpetuate this
impression of unchanging groups of people, who all did things in exactly the same ways
because they all shared the same ideas and identity. Such models present the past as a
series of successive homogenous temporal units, where change only occurs en masse and
suddenly at the beginning and end of these units (Crellin, 2020).

The idea of culture historic entities becomes even more problematic when these units
are further understood to belong to specific points in time. For example, archaeologists
routinely define ‘the Bronze Age’ in Britain as being between 2500–800 cal BC/BCE.
When we do this, we do something fundamental to the archaeological pasts we bring into
being. When we talk about ‘the Neolithic’, we create an idea of a homogenous group of
people who are identified by an inalienable package of material culture, and whose
potentiality is fixed in time.

When we simultaneously predetermine whole societies by groups of things and fix their
existence in both time and space, we create a narrative in which we can anticipate no potential
for change, no possibility for flux, and no prospect that there might have been other pasts or
other futures. The potentiality of people is reduced. The past is determined. There never could
have been any other actuality. This is simply one inevitable stage in a sequence that leads
inextricably, teleologically, to the Present. This kind of progress-driven narrative also prevents
the creation of dynamic, varied pasts which allow regional and temporal variation.

Implicit in such models is a privileging of change over continuity in ways that are
colonial, Eurocentric (Montón-Subı́as and Hernando, 2018), and fundamentally at odds
with recent New Materialist work in archaeology (see discussion below).
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Some of the fundamental problems with our foundational time concepts and their
impact on how archaeologists think have been pointed out before (e.g. Daniel, 1964: 56),
yet we continue to employ the analytical categories of culture history and the Three Age
system. Archaeologists further confer these disciplinary zombie entities with spurious
legitimacy when they attempt to go out and ‘find’ these idealised, temporally defined
cultural units (Crellin, 2020: 30, 181; Griffiths, 2017), often commenting on deviation
from the expected norm as validation of the foundational concepts of our practice. Many
research agendas explicitly focus on refining the timing of the sequences within these
constructs—to define the chronological sequence of the Chalcolithic in distinction from
the Early Bronze Age, for example. Globally we spend millions obtaining radiocarbon
measurements to say, ‘Oh, this is later Neolithic’, or ‘We have the earliest Bronze Age!’.
In these cases, chronometric data are used to reinforce the ‘naturalness’ of local culture
historic models rather than to rewrite or challenge the fundamental assumptions at the
heart of these structures. The seductive nature of these terms and their preternatural
resilience derive from the ease with which they enable us to talk across space and time
about the material record, but this comes at a cost! If we continue to employ these
concepts to create our pasts, we are still effectively practicing archaeology as culture
history. Because these time models are so structuring, they can prevent us from thinking
critically and recognizing how our narratives implicitly perpetuate problematic ap-
proaches and interpretations. They stop us writing nuanced narratives about the past; they
are intrinsically normalising, they collapse variation, and they limit the potentiality of the
past. They ensure that we do bad archaeology.

Radiocarbon revolutions

Some 30 years ago, Bayesian chronological inference was first developed for archaeology
(Buck et al., 1991, 1992, 1994). Applications of these approaches have resulted in
unexpected research findings: producing very precise chronologies for individual sites
(e.g. Whittle, 2018), groups of types of sites (e.g. Whitehouse et al., 2014), packages of
material culture (e.g. Bebber et al., 2022), or environmental changes (e.g. Kim et al.,
2021). The impact of Bayesian chronological inference was termed ‘a revolution in
understanding’ (cf. Bronk Ramsey, 2008; Bayliss, 2009), the latest in a series of ‘rev-
olutions’ identified in archaeology as a result of the radiocarbon method. Lewis Binford
felt that the first radiocarbon ‘revolution’ ‘… changed the activities of archaeologists, so
that now, in many ways for the first time, they direct their methodological investments
toward theory building rather than towards chronology building’ (quoted in Taylor, 2000:
15; our emphasis). Colin Renfrew reflected that ‘… all that was needed was a couple of
ounces of charcoal … and science would do the rest’ (Renfrew, 1973: 53).

In fact, we argue that this optimism was misjudged. Certainly, the full potential of the
first revolution has not been achieved, exactly because the production of ‘independent’
chronometric data does not occur ‘outside’ of archaeology (cf. Latour, 1987). We have
failed to disentangle our inherited disciplinary knowledge, and until we do so we cannot
escape fromwriting narratives that essentialize people, things, and the past. After all, there
really wasn’t a ‘Bronze Age’, and there certainly weren’t any ‘Bronze Age people’. We
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contend that in terms of paradigmatic revolutions in archaeology, the first radiocarbon
revolution should have been the start of a fundamental change to archaeological thinking
about the many ways time features in archaeological narratives. The full implications of
the Bayesian revolution ought to allow us to recognise the impacts of these existing
foundational knowledge structures and to challenge them with more nuanced narratives.

On the nature of radiocarbon data

Some recent writers have suggested that Bayesian chronologies are incompatible with
recent theoretical developments, or that they focus on changes that are driven by humans
alone (e.g. Draşovean et al., 2017: 637; Ebersbach et al., 2017: 13; for further discussion
of this viewpoint, see Crellin, 2020: 89–90, 177–178).

We disagree. But we do need to revisit the nature of chronometric data in archaeology.
We suggest that part of the resilience of our inherited time models may be due to the ways
in which chronometric data are created in archaeological practice (cf. Lucas 2018) and the
specific qualities that archaeologists attribute to chronometric data. In archaeology,
chronometric data can seem like very powerful knowledge claims; they are produced by
the collective endeavour of numerous specialists across different disciplines, through
drawn-out processes; they are measurements of the innate physical qualities of the
material past; and they are very expensive. The ways these knowledge claims are de-
scribed indicate their standing in archaeological narratives; they are ‘scientific’, and they
are ‘absolute’. At the same time, chronometric data have a reputation of being difficult to
use, hard to summarise, and apparently imprecise when compared with the certainty of a
qualified culture historic designation (e.g. ‘earlier Neolithic Carinate Bowl’); this all
means that the nuances of chronometric measurements often become disassociated in the
archaeological narratives which leverage these data. Chronometric measurements
therefore have peculiar natures in archaeological work. They take on qualities of in-
controvertible ‘science factiness’ (cf. Griffiths, 2022) and at the same time they exist in
tension with other, more readily employed modes of time reckoning.

Actually, chronological data are neither neutral nor independent: they are situated.
Temporal constructs, including ‘events’ and ‘scales’, and culture historic entities, are not
observable, but ‘… latent and observed through, but not defined by, noisy and nuanced
data’ (Parnell et al., 2008: 1873; our emphasis; cf. Evans, 2003: 96). Chapman and Wylie
(2016) suggest that the robustness of a radiocarbon datum depends on extended practical
arguments, with contingent local scaffolding. To evaluate correlations, potential cau-
sations, and narrative interpretations, chronometric data and data-transformations need to
be traceable and reversible from the field onwards; if this ‘… chain is interrupted at any
point, it ceases to transport truth …’ as Latour (1999: 69) put it.

Chronometric data are therefore not innately truthful witnesses of the past; chrono-
metric data are mutable. Yet many archaeologists have failed to recognise just how
situated and mutable these data are; we see exactly this when people describe radiocarbon
‘dates’ as the constituents of ‘absolute’ chronologies. Data are transformed along chains
of inquiry, and when they are incorporated into inherited knowledge structures they can
become framed using essentializing value-laden temporal terms. Radiocarbon
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measurements are numbers; it’s what you do with them that counts. Analyses that shear
away both the theoretically constructed context of temporal terms and the data scaffolding
that underpin chronometric measurements risk creating ‘coherent myths’ (Oldfield, 2001:
123), ‘just so stories’, or ‘Panglossian Paradigms’ (cf. Gould and Lewontin, 1979). In
these cases, spurious causal relationships that result from data mutability are marshalled
into simplistic narratives; for example, with humans responding in simplistic, envi-
ronmentally deterministic ways to ‘climate change’ (cf. Lowe and Higham, 1998: 429;
Baillie, 1991; Griffiths and Robinson, 2018), or with social change attributed to sim-
plistic, monocausal mechanisms through grand narratives like ‘migration’, ‘famine’, or
‘war’ (cf. Sherratt, 1995, and see discussion below).

The potential of ethically Bayesian approaches

We argue that there are several distinct challenges in creating more considered narratives
of the past. Ethically Bayesian approaches should recognise that the knowledge structures
we employ have been created over the history of our discipline and are situated. Ethically
Bayesian approaches should recognise that some of the most seemingly neutral aspects of
these inherited knowledge structures are biased and problematic, and in some cases owe
much to Eurocentric, colonial approaches to people, the world, and the ways time and
change are represented. Ethically Bayesian approaches should challenge these legacies. If
we recognise people as vibrant, creative beings, full of potential, and existing in messy
and complex worlds, then we need to move away from approaches that perpetuate es-
sentializing ‘ages’ within the past. We need to stop writing about pasts in terms of entities
like ‘the Bronze Age’ or ‘the Iron Age’, as if a fixed set of things and types of sites are
supposedly intrinsic to a society.

We need to recognise our failure—so far—to reconcile the potential of scientific dating
with narrative approaches that take as their starting points the uncertain and emergent
qualities of the world (rather than centring our narratives on the innateness of things). We
need to foreground practice and process over final forms (as we perceive them from the
archaeological record) in order to consider a wider variety of lived practices hiding
beneath homogenised categories of periods, site-types, and material culture typologies.
The importance here is on shifting the narrative emphasis from fixed stuff to dynamic
processes (cf. Gosden and Malafouris, 2015; Harris, 2021; Malafouris et al., 2021), in
order to cut across traditional research divides in culture history (Feinman and Neitzel,
2020), or typological categories in future narratives. In short, we need narratives where
our pasts are defined not in terms of proper nouns, but described using dynamic verbs.

This is the approach that we apply to Bayesian modelling in our project ‘Third and
fourth millennia BC/BCE Ireland and Britain: a history of Major social change Explored’
(Project TIME). In this project, we consider the lives of people in the 4th and 3rd
millennia, across traditional typologies and period boundaries (beyond the ‘Neolithic’,
‘Chalcolithic’, and ‘Bronze Age’ that culture history has created for us in this part of the
world).

We argue that by emphasising practices and processes and by using time, expressed in
millennia, centuries, decades, and years, as the basis for our new narrative structures, we
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can counter what remains a Eurocentric working model of ‘prehistory’ in archaeology,
where the past is defined in a series of teleological, developmental ‘ages’ representing
staging posts along which our predetermined idea of the past progresses. We argue that
rather than working from this normative assumption, archaeological enquiry should focus
much more particularly on the specificity of events and practises at locations defined both
in time and, simultaneously, in space. In doing so we can make room for regionality, for
variation, and for the potentiality of the past.

We are not arguing that chronometric measurements will inevitably create a neutral
time-scape. All models of time are culturally specific (see Gell, 1992, on time models and
cultural relativism), and there are many, highly culturally variable representations of the
experience of time. But we also recognise that all humans experience flow and flux as time
emerges in multiple different ways (cf. Rovelli, 2018: 170; Gardner, 2001: 36; and
Bergson, 1999, on ‘real’ time), and that describing time in ‘years’, ‘decades’, ‘centuries’,
and ‘millennia’ provides us with a means to reflect this emergence and challenge the
continued use of our inherited time models in important and useful ways.

Recent developments in archaeology

We suggest that an ethically Bayesian approach could provide challenging new ap-
proaches to the past especially when used in conjunction with two exciting research trends
in archaeology—the use of Big Data in aDNA studies, and New Materialism approaches
(cf. Kristiansen, 2014; Huggett, 2020). We focus on both of these approaches because—
although they adopt distinctly different vantage points—we argue that each has so far
been overly reliant on inherited knowledge structures and in doing so each has per-
petuated the essentialism implicit in culture historic ways of thinking. We argue that an
ethically Bayesian approach can resolve some of these issues by providing a means to
engage with the temporal granularity of the past and thereby avoid the kind of problematic
generalisations that can occur in Big Data studies (and aDNA work especially). This
approach also enables New Materialism to better focus on processes and relationality by
avoiding the essentialization of materials as typological constructs and as cultural
packages. Unless New Materialist and Big Data approaches can engage in an ethically
Bayesian way, we argue they will fail to reach their full potential, with ethical and
epistemological implications for the kinds of narratives created.

Big Data approaches and chronology

Kitchin (2014) recently defined ‘Big Data’ as: huge in volume, exhaustive in scope, and
striving to capture entire populations or systems. Archaeological Big Data projects are not
comparable in scale to other disciplines (e.g. Big Data projects in the social sciences;
González-Bailón, 2013); however, the nature of some archaeological research has the
all-encompassing, completist ‘Big Data’ qualities that Kitchin (2014) describes. Ar-
chaeological ‘Big Data’ studies include: chronological research (e.g. Bevan et al., 2017),
entire datasets spanning professional practice (e.g. Cooper and Green, 2016; Fulford and
Holbrook, 2011), and ancient DNA studies (e.g. Montgomery and Fernando, 2016).
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Ancient DNA studies that seek to represent entire populations are in these terms ‘Big
Data’ by-their-nature regardless of the actual number of datapoints. These methods can be
attractive because they may provide a means to process our way beyond the complexity
and incompleteness of the archaeological record.

Narrative simplicity, backed by vast swathes of data where the sample is the whole
population, can be highly persuasive. These narratives seem to negotiate the ‘nuance
traps’ (Healy, 2017) of our complex subject matter by ‘letting the data speak for
themselves’ (Haraway, 1991: 193); however, there may be a dangerous seduction in such
completist approaches. The interpretation of some aDNA studies has been controversial
(cf. Booth, 2019; Furholt, 2019a, 2019b; Frieman and Hofmann, 2019; Sykes et al., 2019)
because of the causal mechanisms that are employed to explain patterns in evidence. For
example, projects working in the European ‘Bronze Age’ have identified massive
population movement with corresponding social changes (e.g. Patterson et al., 2022),
which has reopened old debates about ‘invasion hypotheses’ and migration in archae-
ology (cf. Carlin, 2020; Childe, 1936: 31; Clark, 1966). These types of grand causal
narrative had until recently been regarded as ‘forbidden’ themes (Kristiansen, 2014: 14)
because they echoed explanatory models which originated in the 19th and earlier 20th
centuries AD/CE, and which radiocarbon measurements demonstrated (in many cases) to
reflect the problematic social values of these times rather than patterns in archaeological
evidence.

We argue that the most problematic interpretations of Big Data-aDNA projects revive
these themes precisely because ‘scientific’ chronologies are still not yet sufficiently
independent; our ideas about time are still too embedded in inherited culture historic
modes of thought. In the case of aDNA studies, we see a further amplification of the issues
identified above in terms of culture historic thinking, as archaeology comes into contact
with other disciplinary communities (in this case geneticists). In this example of inter-
disciplinary practice, archaeology’s historically contingent, situated knowledge is not
communicated effectively, and heuristic devices—like ‘the Bronze Age’—become the
entities about which knowledge production focuses. This kind of failure to effectively
communicate the nuance of fundamental aspects of our disciplinary history perpetuates
the impression that ‘cultural groups’ were real historical entities, and cultural traits
become grafted onto essentialized genetic profiles. This happens, for example, when
genetic clusters are statistically identified as ‘population groups’ and then labelled using
cultural terms like ‘Early_Farmer’ (Eisenmann et al., 2018). In this abandonment of
nuance, there is a trend for narratives to further rationalise aspects of our evidence, so in
these explanations we see a further emphasis on what are perceived to be the fundamental
aspects of humans—origins (where people ‘come from’) and identity (who people ‘are’)
defined through material culture or ‘inalienable’, phenotypical, ‘natural’ biology. The
elision of nuance, the essentialization of certain aspects of archaeological evidence, and
the reliance on disciplinary zombie concepts create highly problematic transformations
from data to narrative. This process recalls the ways in which data and explanatory
narratives are related in other disciplines (cf. Hubálek, 2021).

These issues with aDNA can be seen in some other examples of Big Data research in
archaeology more broadly. Indeed, proponents of ‘slow archaeology’ (Caraher, 2016)
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have noted that Big Data approaches promote an acceleration away from theoretically
informed archaeology. Big Data can standardise entities in a way that downplays diversity
in space and time, while ‘black boxing’ procedures and outcomes in ways that obscure the
underlying methodologies and datasets (Caraher, 2016: 430; Huggett, 2020: 512; Latour,
1987), making results inaccessible and unverifiable. This has the unwelcome conse-
quence of rendering particular interpretations resistant to challenge and contestation
(Cunningham and MacEachan, 2016: 630).

Big Data approaches—coupled with huge increases in commonly-accessible pro-
cessing capacity—have the potential for really radical, new understandings. However,
critical to any new understandings will be the ways in which data are communicated,
transformed, and reproduced as part of new analyses and interpretations—including the
identification of tensions between epistemology and analytical processes. Unless analyses
are sufficiently theoretically integrated, Big Data projects can simply replicate pre-
existing knowledge structures and reinforce simplistic ‘grand narrative’ causal mecha-
nisms; we suggest the recent debates about migration discussed above are an example of
this. We argue that unless we introduce an ethically Bayesian approach that works to make
chronological evidence more independent of our inherited knowledge structures, Big
Data-aDNA analyses will probably fail to move beyond traditional grand narrative tropes.

New Materialist and Posthuman approaches and chronology

In our traditional, material culture-defined approaches to the past, we assume a unifying
‘essence’ in particular packages of things which makes them all ‘Neolithic’, or in par-
ticular vessels which make them all ‘Grooved Ware’ (though in many cases the in-
completeness of these approaches is apparent in the frequent qualification of such ideas
with additional descriptive terms. For example, the secondary or middle Neolithic, the
Neolithic of north east England, Durrington Walls-style Grooved Ware, and so on). But
just as it is impossible for typologies to accurately reflect the range of material qualities, so
too do they fail to deal with the different historical processes through which assemblages
emerge, and the different agentic impacts that morphologically, typologically, or taxo-
nomically similar components will have in different configurations (Harris, 2017;
Hamilakis and Jones, 2017: 79). However, there are significant problems with these
approaches, for things and people; ‘the Beaker People’ did not make this specific example
of an All Over Corded vessel, an individual person did.

New Materialist and Posthuman approaches emphasise a heterogeneity of life
(Webmoor and Witmore, 2008; Haraway, 2007; Alberti et al., 2011; Olsen et al., 2012;
Crellin et al., 2021), the interrelationships between things and beings, and that humans
and non-humans bring each other into existence (e.g. Argent, 2013; Oma, 2010; Overton
and Hamilakis, 2013; Pétursdóttir and Olsen, 2018; Tsing, 2015) in a constantly emerging
world (e.g. Hill, 2011; Marshall and Alberti, 2014). NewMaterialism argues that because
assemblages are always changing or ‘becoming’, coming together and breaking apart
(Deleuze and Guattari, 2004: 98), archaeological assemblages represent the unique
historical processes that brought them into being (Harris, 2017). Such approaches move
away from anthropocentricism and Western industrialised ways of thinking to avoid
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problematic dualisms that derive from recent European thought. They foreground the
sensorial and material properties of an emergent world (Harris, 2017; Hamilakis, 2014)
and examine the character of socially significant andmutual interactions and engagements
between humans and nonhumans emerging in particular contexts. The focus on the unique
historical process of assemblages should directly challenge the concepts and heuristic
devices that frame archaeological narratives, including culture historic terms, material
culture typologies, and even the ontological stability of humans and non-humans.

New Materialism does, however, understand there to be limits to this heterogeneity.
Life emerges from the virtual elements of an assemblage, which can be actualised
differently (Harris, 2017; Deleuze and Guattari, 2004: 156); there is an envelope of
possibilities present within an assemblage, through which people and thingsmight emerge
together (Robb, 2013: 667). Such a perspective also offers a new way to think about
‘change’. In New Materialist narratives where humans are part of assemblages with
things, materials, animals, places, ideas, and memories, we cannot assume a monocausal
reason for change (Crellin, 2017: 118), and indeed we might suggest that the processes
through which these assemblages emerge might be more important than the resulting
material culture package (Harris, 2017, 2021; Gosden andMalafouris, 2015; Lucas, 2012:
196; Malafouris et al., 2021).

Put simply, typological categories or packages promote essentialized views of the past
which do not reflect the true heterogeneity, vibrancy, and instability of the world. This is what
we do when we write about ‘the Neolithic’, ‘the Bronze Age’, ‘the Iron Age’, or indeed ‘the
transition’ between any of these culture historic entities. Indeed, we would argue that it should
not be possible to write a NewMaterialist archaeology of ‘the Neolithic’, as the idea of culture
historic concepts is fundamentally incompatible with any understanding of the world as
unstable, emerging, and undetermined.We argue that exploring the temporality and flux in the
processes through which the past came into being beyond conventional culture historic
categories—and across time (represented in years, decades, centuries, and millennia) and
space—are the key contributions that an ethically Bayesian approach can make. Without this
kind of critique there is the danger that New Materialist narratives will simply reproduce the
finite times and worlds in preconceived archaeological cultures or ages.

Structural changes: The importance of practises

For both Big Data and New Materials approaches in archaeology, the legacy of our disci-
plinary knowledge structures poses significant barriers to challenging existing narratives. We
have suggested that using chronometric data to write process-based narratives provides ways
to counter this inheritance. In the last part of this discussion we outline the ways in which—by
focusing on practises identified at the site level and the processes that bring things into
being—we propose to create these new kinds of ethically Bayesian narratives.

Architecture of doing

Archaeological approaches to classifying the past using ‘types’ of monuments that we
understand to have certain cultural currency presents a number of challenges. Recent
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Bayesian analyses of the chronologies of different types of sites have provided very
precise sequences (e.g. for causewayed enclosures; Whittle et al., 2011). However, in
many cases, these sites are predetermined by a fundamental characteristic, their location in
a culture historic framework. In such cases, sites are conceived of as by-their-nature being
‘Neolithic’, even when these places existed across various culture historic pasts and
continue to be in the present. We can see this tension with one of the most iconic
‘Neolithic’ and ‘Bronze Age’ site-types in Irish and British archaeology. ‘Henges’ or
‘embanked enclosures’ are an almost talismanic monument type. Yet while the term is
used to cover a wide variety of sites, it is difficult to establish what a ‘henge’ is, even when
the corpus of sites is broken into different configurations or sub-types (Gibson, 2012).
Squeezing a suite of varied sites into a single type flattens differences between sites and
assumes a unifying essence. This is not to say similarities do not exist; however, by
working with homogenising typologies, such narratives foreground the material and the
architectural, instead of examining the unity and differences in practises across time and
space. The use of monument ‘types’ strips away the variable temporal depth of particular
sites. In the case of ‘henges’, it is now clear that the construction of earthen banks and the
excavations of ditches were, at least in some cases, later actions at multi-phase sites, where
activities occurred from ‘the Neolithic’ and ‘the Bronze Age’ into ‘the Iron Age’ and
our own ‘Present’ ‘Anthropocene’ times. Certainly, henges are not fixed architectural
entities and are not best described in terms of their deviation from an idealised form
(cf. McFadyen, 2016).

We suggest that a more creative narrative for these places can be achieved using an
ethically Bayesian approach, which takes practises identified in time and space (rather
than defined in culture historic terms) as our basis (cf. Pauketat and Robb, 2013). In this
we can follow explorations of these sites by researchers such as Brophy and Noble (2012)
who identify acts of ‘henging’, ‘blocking’ and ‘mounding’ as intentional acts at particular
sites: restricting access to or entirely closing off places, actions which could memorialise
sites, but equally could represent moments of ‘no return’, sealing and forgetting sites
beyond use. Similarly, Pollard (2012) argues acts of erecting timber settings and ‘henging’
at sites in Wessex reflect changes in the ontological status of these places and structures,
bound into the historical processes at particular sites. Acts of ‘mounding’, ‘henging’, or
‘blocking’ could be understood as a common response to something, and these events
need to be understood both in terms of the ongoing emergence and wider transformative
processes occurring at these specific places. Both the potentiality and uncertainty of these
practises, and their outcomes, needs to be central to our narratives. But we cannot write
these unstable, uncertain pasts if we understand that a type of site existed, by-its-nature, in
certain culture historic settings prespecified in time and space.

We suggest a larger vocabulary of practises: ‘henging’, ‘mounding’, and ‘blocking’
could be added to other verbs including ‘burning’, ‘middening’, ‘reworking’, ‘de-
stroying’, ‘venerating’, ‘enclosing’, and ‘depositing’ to identify similar broad practises
manifest in specific, or locally ‘idiosyncratic’ ways (cf. Bradley, 2007: 121). These
undertakings are at least as important as other data (e.g. about material culture, archi-
tecture, and lifeways) in allowing the production of temporally specific narratives which
go beyond normative ideas about what the past was and engage with commonalities and
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distinctions beyond individual sites. By avoiding the assumption of uniformity within
‘types’, such analyses can interrogate the potential for a heterogeneous picture of the
world being brought into being across the 4th and 3rd millennia cal BC/BCE. Through
practises we can decentre the fixedness of the world and the essentialness of things and
think about the transformation of places across time. This enables our narratives to focus
on the emergence and duration of various ongoing human interactions with a dynamic
material world of other people, places, animals, plants, and things.

Things as beings

Typology—and the notion of technological evolution—was fundamental to the emer-
gence of archaeology as a distinctive discipline (Schnapp, 2002: 139). Ceramic typologies
are perhaps the best example of a class of evidence (in our case study) that has been reified
into categories for archaeological study; things are described in reference to a standardised
idea, deviation in form or fabric is described in reference to a finished conception of how a
particular vessel type should be. Pottery plays this role in Ireland and Britain because of its
ubiquity across many times and places, and because the range of forms and fabrics
facilitated the creation of typological sequences over the history of our discipline.

Archaeology’s reliance on artefact sequences as a proxy form of dating contributed to a
‘chest of drawers’ temporal approach influenced by geological time, in which one style or
tradition gives way to another. These approaches and underlying assumptions promote a
‘block time’ approach to change in the past (Crellin, 2020: 6), where change is com-
pressed into brief episodes of transition between static ‘period’ blocks. The implication is
often drawn by non-pottery specialists that ceramic traditions remain homogeneous
through time, merely appearing and disappearing in the fashion represented by the
‘battleship curves’ (McNutt, 1973). The enduring legacy of this normative approach to
material culture (cf. Binford, 1965) is that the internal coherence of styles, types, and
assemblages is valorised over their variability, not merely because this outlook is rooted in
a notion of shared and transmitted cognitive dispositions, but because these entities
formed the building blocks of a particular kind of narrative. Lucas and Olivier (2022: 62)
have recently emphasized the importance of ‘material’ time as a specific aspect of the
specific nature of time in archaeology.

A New Materialist (and particularly assemblage-based) approach could counter this
perception of the static nature of materials by emphasising becoming as continuous
processes (Jervis, 2019: 14). In such an approach, change should not be something that
afflicts entities at intervals, but should be considered to be the normal state of affairs.
Material traditions will always be metastable assemblages, which are constantly fraying
around the edges, discarding some elements and acquiring new ones (Fowler, 2017).

These approaches are attractive, but we suggest that we need to go further in our
understanding of the role of essentialized material culture in the process of archaeological
knowledge construction. Culture historic ways of writing the past could have become
outmoded with the introduction of scientific forms of direct dating. However, relative
chronologies derived from pottery typologies and ‘packages’ of material culture remain
central to our discipline for multiple reasons. We suggest that the persistence of inherited
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culture historic ideas occurs in part because of the ways that new archaeological
knowledge is constructed from the site upwards (cf. Lucas, 2018: 91). The haptic, iterative
process of the recovery of pottery (or other diagnostic culture historic elements for other
areas of study) on sites means that relative, typological chronologies are built in the field
within the framework of our inherited knowledge structures; this inheritance is composed
of ‘handy’ concepts. These site-specific chronologies are created, reified, and reinforced
by the processes of embodied fieldwork. The immediacy of these pottery chronologies
means that this knowledge is interwoven with the site as its narrative comes into being.
The framing of site histories within the powerful iconic models which we use to think with
about ‘prehistory’ is further compounded by the nature of our ‘independent’ chronologies.
While chronometric data have aspects of ‘science factiness’ (see discussion above;
Griffiths, 2022), chronometric time is also often only built after the limits of our un-
derstandings of the site have been created through fieldwork; independent chronologies
are built as secondary to the closely observed, highly warranted knowledge claims es-
tablished in the field (Griffiths, 2022; Chapman and Wylie, 2016).

In order to emphasise processes, as well as thinginess, we need to think critically about
how both knowledge about ‘diagnostic’ material culture and chronometric data are
produced. This should include the development of new integrated approaches to create
various aspects of archaeological time on site, including the production of chronometric
data. If not, rather than understanding things that do things and things that are deployed
specifically and meaningfully, we will simply recreate the world as we know how to study
it. We need things that are not predefined as part of the fixed expression of the time
dimensions in archaeology. The advantage of the ethically Bayesian approach that we
advocate is that if we challenge the definition of artefact ‘types’—as products of particular
predetermined social groups (i.e. no vessel should be determined as by-its-nature Ne-
olithic)—we can challenge the convention that material traditions are static or pre-
determined (cf. Fowler, 2013, 2017). In an ethically Bayesian approach, we can
investigate the processes by which these traditions gain coherence and then disperse, and
the relative degrees of their boundedness and variability. In an ethically Bayesian ap-
proach, we should be less interested in things-in-themselves, and more interested in how
they become present in the archaeological contexts from which they are recovered.

Conclusions

While substantial revisions to individual archaeological sequences have been produced
from Bayesian analyses, the full implications of (ethically) Bayesian approaches to ar-
chaeological chronologies have not, yet, been achieved. Pace Binford (Taylor, 2000: 15),
building chronological sequences is never theoretically neutral because these sequences
are situated in significant, latent structuring knowledge frameworks. To fully embrace the
potential of chronometric measurements we need to fundamentally challenge how we
understand these data to be located within our existing knowledge structures. We need to
move beyond our culture historical inheritance and decentre our narratives from a very
specific type of dependence on materials. Applying new methods within extant structures
runs the risk of simply perpetuating inherited narratives.
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To achieve an ethically Bayesian approach, we need to engage more critically with
chronometric data to try and make them more independent from traditional ways of
understanding the past. Only then can we hope to fully realise the potential of both the
original radiocarbon revolution and to embrace perspectives offered by both Big Data
analyses and New Materialism to create in-depth, disciplinary-rich research questions.
Our particular narratives should create the general, not be subsumed within it. An ethically
Bayesian approach provides the means to create these structural changes in terms of how
we write about the past.
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